The Proteome of Pancreatic Cancer-Derived Exosomes Reveals Signatures Rich in Key Signaling Pathways.
Exosomes are membrane-bound vesicles that traffic small molecular cargos. These cargos participate in cell-cell communication and contribute to the pathogenesis of many disease including cancer. How these mechanisms contribute to communication within the pancreatic adenocarcinoma (PDAC) microenvironment and how they contribute to PDAC biology are poorly understood. Performed in this study are comprehensive, quantitative comparisons of the proteomes of three PDAC cell lines to those of the exosomes they produce. Approximately 35% of whole cell proteins sort into exosomes. Analysis of composition of microbiomes (ANCOM) determined a cluster of 98 enriched pancreatic cancer exosome core proteins (ePC-ECPs). Further, these proteins are predicted by ingenuity pathway analysis (IPA) as actively involved in signaling pathways regulating cell death and survival, cellular movement, and cell-to-cell signaling and interaction in particular (top three p-value significant pathways). Significant enrichment of canonical pathways of acute phase response signaling (inflammatory response signaling pathways) and FXR and RXR activation in biosynthetic pathways are also predicted; 97 ePC-ECPs are associated with cancer and among them, 34 are specifically associated with PDAC. In conclusion, exosomes from PDAC are enriched with cancer-associated signaling proteins. Further assessment of these proteins as PDAC biomarkers or therapeutic targets is warranted.